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Introduction
When I was refurbishing my flat (and by refurbish I mean doing the best I can to make it lovely using next to no
money and the help of my friends) I furnished mostly through donations both direct and indirect. Direct being
things my family/friends gave me, indirect being things I found on the street, usually in the trash! :D As such
I'm up to experimenting with my furniture without risking the feeling of disappointment that comes with
destroying something expensive. Tie this in with my sentimental attachment to machines and reluctance to get
rid of them (especially if they're still operational) and here is the result. The coffee table I used was given to
me by my cousin (thanks Deppie) and the PC I used was my first ever store bought PC (thanks Dad), Lucy. Lucy
has been with me for 10 years now (yes I give names to all my machines, usually female) and honestly even
though she is outdated and recently the HDD started to fail, I couldn't even think of throwing her away. I don't
own a TV (very new-age of me) and my main PC now is my netbook. Asus 901... awesome! So, whenever I
want to watch a movie in the living room I'd link up my netbook to the screen, speakers, cordless
mouse/keyboard, USB HDD... not anymore!
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Tools
Tools needed vary between what you should ideally use and what you have available at home/can borrow.
Pretty much you will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hammer
Hook cable clips with nails
Screwdriver
Screws (shorter than the depth of your table top)
Hook screws
Shelf support screws
L-brackets
Power drill
Jigsaw (I didn't have one so I did it partly by hand, partly using the drill)
Metal file
Sand paper
Electrical tape (duct tape is preferable)
Wire cutters
Cutting pliers
Longnose pliers
Cable ties (aka zip ties)
Plastic coated wire ties

The coffee table needs to be pretty big to fit it comfortably. Mine is about 120x120cm (I'm not home right now
so I can't measure it) but you could do it with smaller (and bigger) I guess. Now let's get to it!

Dismantling your PC
REMEMBER TO DISCONNECT IT FROM THE MAINS AND PRESS THE POWER BUTTON FOR A FEW SECONDS
AFTER! ALSO IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THE LAYOUT SCHEMATIC FOR YOUR MB YOU MIGHT WANT TO MAKE
ONE AND LABEL YOUR WIRES SO YOU KNOW WHERE TO CONNECT THEM AGAIN!
Dismantle it carefully, do not destroy the chassis because you will need it. Dismantle it completely, not only
the PC parts but the chassis parts too.
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Location, location, location
Now flip over your coffee table. I placed the table on 2 stools, both for safety and ease of access. If you have a
workbench, even better! The important thing to remember here is that the result of how you place things
will be opposite to how you are looking at it now. So if you have the PSU on the left with the table flipped, it
will be on the right when the table is standing!
That being said, the purpose of the flip for now is to start determining the location of all your components.
Once you have completed this, use a pencil to draw around where each item will go. As you will see from the
photo below and the final result (end of guide) there were a few changes to the layout, so don’t be afraid to
change your layout if you think of something better on the way. Also, remember to include all cables in this
process so you can judge distances and wire contact properly.

For items that will protrude from the cross rail (e.g. DVD Drive) you will need to make the pencil lines on the
front of the cross rail as you will be drilling from front to back. If you do it the other way round you will mess
up the table, plus it's harder!
ALSO, specifically for the DVD drive, pencil the backside so when you slide it in the front will stop it from going
all the way in just like in a regular tower (sounded mildly dirty in parts... sorry).
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Table carnage
Now I'm no carpenter so after YouTubeing a bit I found that the most logical (and I think correct) way to cut
shapes in wood is by drilling a couple of overlapping holes to start from and then using a jigsaw to cut the
desired shape. So if you want to cut a square shape you have to start from opposite diagonal corners (e.g. topleft and bottom-right).
So if this is the top-left corner of the desired shape:

then you should drill holes like this:

======================
|
|
|

OOOO=================
O
O
|

so then you can saw downward and rightward. Then you do the same to the bottom-right corner and so on.
Now this is how I started but seeing as I didn't have a jigsaw and the handsaw I had was semi-blunt and very
tiring I gave in and used the overlapping drill holes nearly all the way round. FYI most cross rails are glued to
the table top. So when cutting you don't need to saw that part. Just cut the top and sides and then bang it with
a hammer and it should pop out!
Finally, I found that cutting holes in the cross rail weakens the structure (duh) and if you have a lot of items to
place (especially on the very end where I put the speakers) you run the risk of the cross rail detaching
completely. So, it's a good idea to place 2 or 3 L-brackets (depending on how much space you have) to secure
the rail to the table top. Also, you may want to do the same for the table legs!

Once you finish cutting each shape make sure you place the item to see that it fits. If it doesn't then use your
file/sandpaper to smooth the area. I had neither so I used the long side of the drill bit. Not ideal, and a bit of
an ugly result, but it got the job done and I'M NOT A CARPENTER!

Chassis carnage
Now depending on what you want to attach you will have to cut up some of the components of the chassis
(refer to list below).
Start with the DVD drive and the PSU which I'm guessing everyone will have and want! For this we will use the
DVD tray. Place the drive on the highest slot from the tray base. Line up the holes to make sure you have the
right spacing and then use your saw to cut off these 2 tray pieces. As I mentioned before I didn't have a saw
really so I used the drill again (I'm laughing while writing this) to drill holes close to each other across where I
wanted to cut and then used the longnose pliers to weaken the in between bits and then held the one side
with the longnose pliers and used the cutting pliers to bend the piece I wanted back and forth until it tore off.
Then I used the wire cutters to snip off jagged pieces and electrical tape to cover it lengthways to make it safe.
For the internal Card Reader I used the Floppy Disk/HDD tray. You can use this for a 3.5" HDD too. Same
method as the DVD tray only this time use the base instead of the side bits. For the PSU I used the remainder
of the DVD tray as is. Details below.
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Placing all items
Apart from the MB going first I do not think the order really matters. Here is what I attached and how:

+ Motherboard => Chassis MB plate

First place the MB plate and screw it into position. Use the screw holes that originally attached the MB to the
chassis (blue circles) and add an extra screw or two if you like in one of the protruding holes (green circles).
Make sure you don't put any screws where the MB will attach to the plate (yellow circles). Now attach the MB
to the plate.

+ Speakers => screws through the speaker base

Make 3 holes in the plastic base of each speaker using the drill and attach them directly to the table top with
screws. Even though the screws are aligned, they are tight enough to keep the speakers in place no problem.
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+ 2.5" SATA HDD => casing from an old IDE to USB case

I decided to use 2.5" HDD because it's more compact and also because I'm using Linux so I can take the HDD
with and use it anywhere. Remove the front and back of the casing so you can push the HD out whenever you
want to take it and for better ventilation. Drill 2 holes in the back. The ones in the bottom (part touching the
table top) should be big enough to let the screw through with the exception of the screw head. The holes in
the top part should be big enough to allow the whole screw head and a screw driver through. Once you have
your holes slide the front of the casing through the hole you made in the table's cross rail, and attach it to the
table top using the screws in the back. For extra ease, I used electrical tape and the cuttings from zip ties to
attach the SATA data and power cable together (not visible here).

+ USB => panel and plastic casing from a USB to MB connection

Unscrew the panel, cut the wires, rip out the USB, split the casing in half (like a butterfly) but leave the middle
uncut (so it opens from the left & right). Attach a zip tie loosely to each USB cable and pass 2 pieces of plastic
wire through the zip tie (on either side of the cable), then around the casing and then back to the zip tie. Twist
each wire tight and then tighten the zip tie. Steady it by attaching the cable to a hook screw with a zip tie.
Redo for each cable depending on how many you want. When you’re done reattach the front panel, push it
into the hole and if there’s some slack use 2 thin nails at either end of the front panel to jam it into place.
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+ Power/HDD lights/switch & MB speaker => holes directly into the cross rail and tape

Drill 4 holes in the cross rail. The diameters for the holes for the lights and the speaker (mine is tiny) should be
snug and for the switch enough to fit the pins through. Push the lights/speaker in from the back and secure
them in place with electrical tape. Feed the switch cables in from the front and use 2 shelf support screws in
the front of the cross rail to hold it in place. Again secure the wiring in place with electrical tape. Finally, zip all
the cables together and secure them onto 2 hook screws. The speaker hole is not visible in the pic below as the
button is hiding it.

+ Multi-plug => 3 shelf support screws

Imagining the table upright, 2 screws go under the multi-plug (on the table’s cross rail) and one goes on the
side of the multi-plug (on the table top). Make it a tight fit. Nice and simple. I decided to add the multi-plug so
that essentially only one power cable would exit the table as the main and only power cable. To the multi-plug
I attached the speaker adapter and the power cables for the PSU and the screen.
FYI, I considered drilling a hole in the centre of the table for the screen’s power/VGA cables a bad idea.
Without the hole you can just remove the screen and use the table normally. Not so with big mafa hole in the
middle of it... not to mention the “oops I just spilt a glass of bla” and through it goes to your MB or PSU!

+ Keyboard, mouse, Wi-Fi => directly to PCI USB card

My PC has a PCI USB card. It has 5 external ports + 1 internal port. However, in our case the essential
difference between external and internal is not really applicable. So, I attached the keyboard/mouse combo
dongle to the remaining external USB port (4 already taken from the above connection) and the Wi-Fi dongle
to the internal USB port. Just keep in mind that if your PC is as old as mine it may hang at boot without a PS/2
keyboard connected. So you’ll need to go into the BIOS, find the boot settings and in the Halt on Errors option
select "all errors but keyboard”.
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+ PSU => base of the DVD tray

Squeeze the PSU into the tray. Attaching it with screws is not necessary as it will be a pretty tight fit so there's
no danger of it sliding out. Use the pliers to bend the tray to the height of the PSU and screw the whole unit
using the available holes (blue circles).

+ Card reader => base of the Floppy Disk/HDD tray

Attach the reader to the tray with the side screws first (yellow circles). Then use the pliers to bend the sides of
the tray outward so that it equals the height of the reader. Slide the reader in and use the holes on the front of
the tray to attach it to the cross rail. It’s very light so essentially all you’re really doing is stopping it from
moving back and forth.

+ 3.5" HDD => base of the Floppy Disk/HDD tray

Use the pliers to bend the sides of the tray outward to make a right-angle wide enough to drill 4 screw holes
into. Make the holes using a drill, attach the HDD to the tray and finally attach the tray to the table top. I have
no photo of this as I did not actually need to do it but it should work just fine!
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+ DVD Drive => top pieces of the DVD tray

Use the pliers to bend the smoother short side into a U-shape. Slide the DVD drive into position and attach the
tray pieces to it. Attach it to the cross rail with screws and the available holes. Now, drill 2 holes into the base
of the U of the tray and attach it to the table top with screws.

+ Cables => hook screws, zip ties, hook cable clips and tape

Just refer to the photo and add wherever applicable. Remember that all this is going to be hanging upsidedown so you want everything as secure as possible so it looks nice and is safe! Also, using electrical tape to
cover jagged edges or tie wires together is fine but when using it to hold cables in place in a scenario like this
will not last very long. Don’t be led by my example, I was out of duct tape and was too impatient to wait until
Monday to buy some more and do it properly. So yes, I will be redoing it properly with duct tape (as you can
see in the final picture on the last page)!
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AND FINISHED
Once you've completed all the above tasks, you should end up with something that looks like this...

Well done! You're ready to go! Flip the table over, connect the screen, connect the mains and ENJOY! :D
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